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About Master Y. C. Sun 

• Y.C. Sun is a nationally renowned Feng Shui
master and fortune teller who has been featured on 
National Geographic Television, CBS 
MarketWatch, NBC TV Channel 11, CBS TV 
Channel 5, Fox TV Channel 2, San Francisco 
Chronicle, San Jose Mercury, and other media 
outlets. 

• Master Sun inherited his Chinese astrology & I-
Ching skills from his father when he was a child. 

• Contact Master Sun at askmastersun.com. 



Year of the Metal Ox  (4719 in the 
Chinese zodiac calendar)

Hours ruled by Ox :  1 a.m. to 3 a.m.
Location of Ox :  Northwest North
Month of Ox :  January
Zodiac Energy :  Metal, Earth & Water 
Colors :  White, Yellow, Black,

Silver, Gray, Blue
Gender :  Female
Duration                           :  2/3/2021 thru  2/3/2022
Previous yrs of Metal Ox :  1961, 1901, 1841, 1781
Years of Ox :  1925, 1937, 1949, 1961,

1973, 1985, 1997, 2009 



Chinese Zodiac 
• The Chinese Zodiac features the basic 12 animal signs 

in this order: Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, 
Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog and Pig. 

• Combined the basic 12 animal signs with the Yin-
Yang/Five Elements of Metal, Wood, Water, Fire & 
Earth to form a roster of 60 different Zodiac Animals; 
each will take turn to rule the Chinese New Year at the 
planet Earth in a 60 years cycle.

• For every Chinese New Year, there is a new Zodiac 
Animal King (“Year Ruler”) dominating, and the new 
king’s vision, mission, & characteristics often impact 
everyone in their daily life. 



Year of the Metal Ox – Key Takeaway
• 2021 is a year of recovery, reclaim, and discovery.

• In 2021, the Metal Ox is the new Chinese Zodiac King managing the planet
Earth. The Ox is known to have the mythical power to stabilize a very bad
situation created by the Rat in previous year, and to start the process of recovery
in turning things around. By June we should return to some form of “normal” life.

• Starting on February 4, 2022 of the year of the Water Tiger, we will see a healthy
community & a strong economy as well as people are busy traveling and having fun.

• In Chinese Astrology, Ox is the graveyard for the Metal and a symbol of Temple or a 
Sanctuary. As Metal is the main cause of lung & respiratory disease, the pandemic 
may be stopped but the COVID-19 viruses are still around in 2021.  Most people will 
also suffer from economic anxiety in 2021. 

• The scenario of a challenging Rat year in crisis followed by hard-working Ox year in
recovery mode happened many times. The last time was in 2008, year of the Earth Rat.

• The 2008 Recession in the United States and Western Europe has been linked to
the so-called “subprime mortgage crisis.”  The U.S. recession was ended by June
2009, which is the year of the Earth Ox.  

• The Metal Ox requires people to do things diligently as well as provides people
with combative spirit and strong determination in overcoming adversity to reclaim
the loss, breaking down barriers, and to discover better solutions for the future 
(frontier). Fighting the pandemic people should utilize Metal Ox’s strong discipline,
diligent, perseverance, and mental toughness. 



Metal Ox Characteristic
This year’s Zodiac Animal King is the Metal Ox which is a 
Militant Ox, combative and aggressive in support of an 
economic, political, or social cause. 
• Ox is the sign of prosperity through endurance, stability, persevering,  

hardworking, and nurturing family values in TLC. 
• Ox is always aware of grief & problems of the world and always mindful of 

solutions. 
• Ox is disciplined, easy going, trusting, modest, & introspection but 

occasionally suffers from irrational fears (fear of the impending doom).
• Ox can be stubborn and competitive. When Ox is being provoked, it
• Becomes tremble and enraged. 
• Metal represents mental toughness, courage, determination, forceful, 

ruthless, and resistance.
• Metal Ox’s positive energy: Fight for Justice & Equality. Standup to 

defend & protect safety, security and interests for family & love ones.
• Metal Ox’s negative energy: Disruptive, Divisive, Ruthless, Violent 

Confrontation, Riots, Hatred Crime, Domestic Violence, Rape, Robbery, 
and Suicidal. 



Metal Ox Effect
In-Demand Jobs 
AI Workforce, Software Engineer, Information Security Analyst, 
Data Scientist, Statistician, Health Care, Nurse, Physician, 
Physical Therapist, Medical Technologist, Financial Advisor, 
Truck Drivers, Civil Engineer, Construction Workers, Operations 
Manager, Priest, Farmer, Lawyer. 

Health Issues caused by the Metal Ox
Lung, flu, respiratory disease, asthma, nose, liver, 
aneurysm, stroke, neck, shoulder, bone pain, 
arthritis, spine, skin, falling-down, leg problem, 
kidney, water retention, stomach, bowel, mental 
health struggles.
 



Metal Ox Effect – Disaster Events 
• A fairly busy year for earthquake events, possibly happening 

most in March, June, July, August, & September at Indonesia, 
Iran, Japan, & Peru, Taiwan, & Alaska. In April, there may be 
a large scale earthquake at Xinjiang, China. 

• Unusual weather of severe and deadly hurricanes/tornadoes, 
rain/snow storms, & blizzards can lead to floods, landslides, 
mudslides, avalanches, fires, & traffic accidents. Possibly 
happening most in January, May, September, & November.

• Shipwrecks, air disaster, & traffic accidents related to rain, 
snow, marijuana, alcohol, human mistake, or machine failure 
in January, March, July, & September.

• Be careful in July 2020 (from July 7 thru August 7), it is a bad 
& disaster-ridden month as the karma between the month of 
Wood Goat and the year of Metal Ox is in big conflict.  



US Stock Market 1957-1960
• The Flash Crash of 

1962, is the stock 
market massive decline 
from December 1961 to 
June 1962 after a big 
run-up in 1961. During 
this period, the S&P 
500 declined 22.5%.  

• 1961 is the previous 
year of the Metal Ox 
and 1962 is the previous 
year of Water Tiger.

• Big Tech Antitrust 
cases produce negative 
impact to Amazon and 
Facebook. 



United States in 2021 at a glance
• The 8-Money/Fame star from the Flying Stars Feng Shui 

Diagram is visiting U.S. in 2021 to support the economic 
recovery with strong growth in Infrastructure rebuild, Auto, 
Steel, Financial, Oil, Healthcare, Green Energy, Battery, and 
Information & Infrastructure Security.  

• The 4-Schalar star is visiting China to slowly restore a positive 
diplomatic and trading relationship between United States & 
China. 

• A recovering economy, low mortgage rate, increased buyer 
demand for investment income & first time buyers, and low 
inventory will result in greater competition for desirable homes 
and further home prices appreciation.

• Millennials turning 28, particular for high earnings (“Henry”) in 
Hi-tech, Health Care, & Financial/MBA sectors, will buy their 
first-time homes and the oldest Millennials are increasingly 
trading up. 



United States in 2021 at a glance
• The U.S. stock market is still volatile and continuing to hit new 

highs. Watch for a market crash no later than May, possibly 
happens in the last week of April and the month of May. The 
stock market will then bounce back up to rally but will decline at 
the end of the year, ending to a loss market in 2021.

• Inflation pops up, gold & silver rally but they will close lower. US 
Dollar bounces off the lows in 2021. Bitcoin becomes acceptable 
and gains more respect in digital-asset market but Bitcoin’s wild 
swing will cause a speculative bubble burst in 2021. 

• A hard-working & diligent year for real estate agents with 
intensified competition & reduced transaction fee as the process 
for property sales becoming efficient by technology.

• Except for Southeast & Northwest cities, the real estate market 
should remain steady with good price growth; particularly in San 
Jose-Sunnyvale, Oakland-Hayward, Sacramento-Roseville-
Arden-Arcade, Napa, Oxnard, Riverside, Las Vegas, Reno, 
Phoenix, Austin, etc.



Impact of Metal Ox on 12 Chinese Zodiac Animals 
(Signs) – Key Takeaway 

• A word of caution: The yearly Chinese 
Zodiac horoscope is based upon the year to 
year interaction among the 12 zodiac signs. 
The general predictions should be viewed 
with a discriminating eye and an open mind. 
A more accurate prediction can be achieved 
by the detail analysis of the combine energy 
from people birthdate, birth time, and birth 
place. 



Impact of Metal Ox on 12 Chinese Zodiac Animals

• People born in years of Tiger & Monkey, they will 
have happy TLC events such as romance, getting 
married, or getting pregnant, etc.
 Tiger born in 1998, 1986, 1974, 1962, 1950, 1938
Monkey born in 1992, 1980, 1968, 1956, 1944

• People born in years of Rat, Rooster & Snake, they 
will connect well with people, form partnership, or 
receive new contract, etc.
 Rat born in 1996, 1984, 1972, 1960, 1948, 1936
 Rooster born in 1993, 1981, 1969, 1957, 1945
 Snake born in 2001, 1989, 1977, 1965, 1953, 1941



Impact of Metal Ox on 12 Chinese Zodiac Animals

• Goat disputes & conflicts with Ox, Year Ruler.
A lot of changes: Living / Working environment
changes, Often travel; Dispute/Argument; Big
spending; Health issues; Car Accident; etc. 

• Goat born in 1991, 1979, 1967, 1955, 1943, 1931
• Solution: Keep a low profile; Pray to God; wear 

Snake or Rooster necklaces; Place a big White 
Flower Peace Lily plant at the Northeast East 
place at home and work; Blood Donation; Be 
happy if making changes, etc. 



Impact of Metal Ox on 12 Chinese Zodiac Animals

• Ox disputes & competes against Ox, Year Ruler.
• Ox competes with other Ox in duties but will 

cooperate as a team.
• Ox born in 1997, 1985, 1973, 1961, 1949, 1937
• Issue: Health, Accidental, Relationship 
• Solution: Wear Rat or Snake necklace; Pray to 

God; Practice religious faith; Cupping; Charity 
Donation; Spend some money; Place a Snake
plant at the Northeast East place at home and 
work; etc.



Impact of Metal Ox on 12 Chinese Zodiac Animals

• Rabbit and Ox, Year Ruler, could work together 
but Rabbit quite often takes advantage of the Ox 
which may lead to some negative outcomes.

• Rabbit born in 1999, 1987, 1975, 1963, 1951, 1939
• Issue: Elderly Health, Accident or Arthritis, 

Relationship or sleep alone
• Dragon should do well as Dragon and Ox, Year 

Ruler, will make a good team as they admire each 
other.

• Dragon born in 2000, 1988, 1976, 1964, 1952, 1940



Impact of Metal Ox on 12 Chinese Zodiac Animals

• Horse and Ox, Year Ruler, is better in business 
than relationship which is confrontational. 

• Horse born in 2002, 1990, 1978, 1966, 1954, 1942

• Dog and Ox, Year Ruler, is not relate well as they 
display ill feelings toward each other. 

• Dog born in 1994, 1982, 1970, 1958, 1946, 1934

• Pig maintains good relationship with the Ox, Year 
Ruler and will make good change.

• Pig born in 1995, 1983, 1971, 1959, 1947, 1935



Lucky Chinese Zodiac Signs in 2021

• Romantic events: dating, engagement, 
marriage, or having a baby:-
#1 Tiger, #2 Monkey, #3 Rat, #4 Snake,
#5 Rooster, #6 Horse 

• Progressive Career:-
#1 Snake, #2 Tiger, #3 Horse  



Metal OX - Celebrities

• April 3            – Eddie Murphy, Actor
• April 30          – Isiah Thomas, NBA Hall of Famer
• May 6             – George Clooney, Actor
• August 4         – Barack Obama, President USA
• September 27  – Andy Lau, Hong Kong Actor
• November 22  – John Schnatter, Founder of Papa

John's Pizza
• December 24   – Mary Barra, CEO of General Motors



60 years cycle of Chinese 
Zodiac of 12 animals

• The Chinese zodiac has 12 animal signs 
forming a 60-year cycle, because the 12 
signs are combined with five elements: 
metal, wood, water, fire and earth. 

• The Chinese I-Ching Scholar always 
respects the 60-year cycle, as Life is 
cyclical. History tends to repeat itself.



For 2021, we will look back at 
1961/1901/1841

• The Japanese attack on Pearl 
Harbor on 12/7 in 1941, and the 
September 11 attacks in 2001 are a 
good example when both years are 
ruled by the Metal Snake 

• It's like a remake of an old movie, 
with similar story but new players in 
different generation. 



Important Events in 1961 – Year of previous Metal Ox

Coming out of the post-World War II era, the world was 
moving into the Cold War, Threat of Nuclear War, and 
Space Race. 
• January 20th – John Fitzgerald "Jack" Kennedy becomes 35th President of the

United States; his memorable speech: “ask not what your country
can do for you, ask what you can do for your country.”

• April 12th – Soviet Union launches 1st spacecraft to take a man into space,
Yuri Gagarin 

• April 17th      – Cuban exiles’ unsuccessful attempt to overthrow Castro through
to 19th the Bay of Pigs

• May 4th           – Freedom Riders took buses into the South to bravely challenge
segregation

• May 5th      – United States launches it's first man in space Alan Shepard
• August 17th – Construction of the Berlin Wall begins
• Dec 11th        – First direct US Military involvement in Vietnam



Important Events from 1841 & 1901 in US –
Year of previous Metal Ox

• 1841
It was the first calendar year to have three different presidents, which
would only occur again in 1881.
 March 4 – William Henry Harrison is sworn in as the ninth President 

of the United States
 April 4 – President William Henry Harrison dies of pneumonia
 April 6 – President John Tyler is sworn in

• 1901
 January 5                – Typhoid fever breaks out in a Seattle jail, the first of     

two typhoid outbreaks 
 January 10              – Oil in Texas
 January 22              – Queen Victoria of Great Britain dies
 March 4 – President William McKinley begins his second term
 May 3                      – The Great Fire of 1901 in Jacksonville Florida begins
 May 17                    – The U.S. stock market crashes for the first time
 June 12                    – Cuba becomes a U.S. protectorate
 June 22 to July 31  – The worst killer heat wave in U.S. history until the 1930s
 September 6            – President McKinley is shot
 September 7            – Boxer Protocol was signed
 September 14          – "Teddy" Roosevelt succeeds McKinley



Feng Shui (Wind Water)

A Chinese art of geomancy uses the laws of 
both Heaven and Earth to improve people life 
by receiving positive “Chi” based upon 
placement of objects in relation to the flow of 
“Chi”.

 “Chi” (“natural energy”): Can’t see it, May feel it
 “Chi” is a combine energy from the 5 Chinese

elements of Metal, Wood, Water, Fire, & Earth
with natural polar opposites in Yin & Yang

 “Chi” rides the wind and scatters, but is retained
when encountering water



Feng Shui Diagram in 2021
Flying Stars are visiting the following locations: 

South

5- Disaster 1- TLC 3- Argument

4- Scholar 6- Change 8- Money / 
Fame

9-
Happiness

/ Celebration

2-
Sickness

7- Decline / 
Robbery

North

East West



Feng Shui Effect in 2021
• Good Locations:

West, Northeast, East, South

• Bad Locations:
Southeast, North, Southwest, Northwest

• Good Location for making changes:
Center/Middle



Feng Shui Effect in 2021
• #5 Disaster Star resides at the Southeast

location.
Southeast location will experience war, disease,
conflict, bad accident, disaster event, or
misfortune.  

• #2- Sickness
The North location will experience health
challenge; issues with Lung, flu, virus, asthma,
respiratory disease, nose, aneurysm, stroke,
arthritis, skin, kidney, water retention, stomach,
bowel, mental health struggles.



Flying Star Feng Shui
#1- TLC (Tender, Loving, Care)
The South location will promote romantic,
public relationship, or family value in TLC. 

#3- Argument
The Southwest location will experience scandals,
conflicts, or relationship issue over religion,
love, power, & money.

#4- Scholar 
The East location will provide the best energy
for people in writing, study, re-tool, certification,
research, & product development. 



Flying Star Feng Shui
#6 - Change
The Center/Middle location promotes travel,
relocation, commute, engineering, sport,
military action, re-org or agent of changes.
Needs more progressive changes or
transformation in order to be successful!

#7- Decline 
The Northwest location will experience
a decrease in energy, loss of progress,
loss of money, getting robbed, being
trapped, & decline in leadership.



Flying Star Feng Shui
#8- Money/Fame 
The West location will receive excellent
energy for people to gain a lot of money, get
promotion, buy property, get lucky in romance,
and become a game winner.

#9- Happiness 
The Happy star visits the Northeast location
providing joyful moment in engagement, 
marriage, pregnancy, having baby, and getting
promotion.



Tips on Location and Facing Direction:-
• Southeast: Use copper bell, wind chime with 6 bars,

or 6 copper coins
• North:              Use Metal décor, copper bell, metal gong,

or Peace Lily
• Northwest: Use glass of water or Blue color décor
• Southwest:     Use Red Color décor
• West:               Use Fiddle Leaf Fig Plant in Red or

burgundy Planter Pot
• Northeast:       Use Fiddle Leaf Fig in Red or burgundy

Planter Pot 
• East: Use Water bamboo or Blue color décor  
• South: Use Water bamboo 
• Center/Middle: Use glass of water or Blue color décor 

Feng Shui Solution



Q & A
• Yeah, Time for getting in shape, eating 

healthier food, spending less time on Social 
media/games, learning a new skill, be kind, be 
proactive, wearing mask, practicing social 
distancing, and standup to defend and protect 
your family’s safety, security & interests. 

Thank You! 

Contact Master Sun at askmastersun.com. 
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